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 , after reboot i enter BIOS and i add the device into "Boot Order". I also try to go into Windows and disable Secure Boot, but it
doesn't work. After that the disk does boot and I enter the BIOS again to add the disk, but this time it gets stuck at "Boot: _" So I

installed another Linux distribution from the USB and it works. Then I started playing with this command "pm-suspend". It
makes the BIOS think the hard disk is still there and suspend. Then I added the boot option with "pm-resume" and it works

again and Windows is able to boot. The problem is that this happens every time I shutdown the laptop. I tried to add "exit 0" in
the "initramfs" script, but it doesn't do anything. You can try this command: Code: update-initramfs -u The initramfs is the basic
Linux bootup script. It was updated automatically when you installed Ubuntu. If you don't have initramfs on the USB stick, you

can just copy it. Or you can rebuild your initramfs from scratch by running sudo update-initramfs -u Hope this helps, maybe
your problem was solved by this. Re: Can't boot my laptop after Windows 8 update? Thanks for the suggestions. I tried all of

them. None of them helped. I think the hard drive was partitioned to create a separate /boot partition, so I don't have initramfs
on the usb. I have to use the desktop version of Ubuntu. Well, I actually have 2 solutions for you. One is to use a live USB. It is
really easy to use and works on any computer. But you need to make sure that the bios is set to USB booting first. You can use
the tool which is mentioned in my previous post. Another solution is to install Linux again and make your usb persistent. This
will help if you want to use Windows at the same time. You can use Rufus to create the live USB. You can get it from: This

works for me. All I have to do is remove the "quiet" from the boot parameters.Final Roundup: 2014 - 2016 The Ultimate Final
Day Roundup Take a look back at the best of the 82157476af
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